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Rebranded the Automated connection to PMPnow
  - Better differentiation between website and webservice
  - More in line with the times
    - HBO

Began stronger push for EHR Integration
  - Mass E-mails
  - Cold calls
  - Direct Vendor Outreach
  - Strategically placed Advertisement materials
PMPnow Integrations

- Snowball effect
  - Slow to start but gained speed quickly
- Current Statistics
  - 100+ connections
  - 700+ sites
- Over 15 connectors/modules
  - State owned
PMPnow Queries

PMP Queries* by Month

- Total Number of PMPnow requests

- X-axis: Months from Jan-16 to Aug-18
- Y-axis: Total Number of Requests from 0 to 6,000,000
PMPnow Queries vs Website Queries
PMPnow Issues and Resolutions

- Pharmacies lack interest in connections
  - Alternative reasons to complete collection
- Expense for integration on vendor side
  - Costs going down every day
  - PMP created Modules
- Currently no way to check other state PMPs
  - Rx Check hub
RxCheck Hub Data Sharing

- Allow interstate data requests for EHR integration
  - Hub does not decrypt data
- No extra fees beside the cost to build
- Only concern is proper filtering to the proper states.
  - Does someone from Chicago need Kentucky data?